VILLAGE UNDERGROUND
STAGE, BAR & CLOAKROOM SPEC.

Stage:
- 20 x 1m by 2m
- 2 x 1m by 1m
- Full set of legs at 0.67m
- Full set of legs at 1m
- 4 sets of 2 steps, combine to make full sets for 1m high staging
- Type: Alu Rapid Staging – all additional staging must be the same equipment type

Hire Cost: £300+VAT
VILLAGE UNDERGROUND
STAGE, BAR & CLOAKROOM SPEC.

Bar:
• Bar structure is portable
• 4 sections, stainless steel. 186 cm long, 100 cm depth, 123 cm height
• Branding available upon request

Hire Cost: £200+VAT per section
VILLAGE UNDERGROUND
STAGE, BAR & CLOAKROOM SPEC.

Cloakroom:
- Rails hold 400 coats
- 2 shelving units for bags

Hire Cost: £250+VAT